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Abstract
With regarding to web GIS, OGC promotes WFS allowing a client to retrieve geospatial
data encoded in GML which is a modeling language to encode the semantics, syntax and
schema of geospatial information resources. Even though GML provides benefits for
geographic description, it is too heavy to be processed by mobile devices. In order to
address the issue, this paper evaluates GML service with WFS server and GML viewers.
Through this paper, we get analyses of properties of GML geospatial data and the effects
on wireless environments, which are expected to be fundamental materials onto a design of
mobile applications.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last 20 to 30 years, geographic technologies have steadfastly provided tools for the
collection, storage, management, analysis and reporting of spatial information. GIS
technology has provided many governments and other organizations with an opportunity to
introduce major improvements in traditional methods and procedures of providing services
to citizens and customers. With traditional desktop-based GIS, it can be difficult to make
your information available to all your users - or indeed, islands of data and information may
exist due to a lack of a central database and visualization capability. However, the Internet
and associated technologies are making it possible to design and deploy very affordable and
scaleable applications using GIS visualization and analysis. The ability to quickly and
easily disseminate spatial data via existing web architectures is enormously powerful and
has the potential to minimize many of these limiting factors associated with traditional GIS
architectures.

With regarding to standard of web GIS, OGC promotes research projects and proposes
implementation specifications of web interfaces. The WFS specifies web interfaces for
describing data manipulation operations on geographic features. It allows a client to retrieve
geospatial data encoded in Geography Markup Language from multiple the WFSs. GML is
a modeling language to encode the semantics, syntax and schema of geospatial and
geoprocessing-related information resources. It is an XML encoding for the transport and
storage of geographic information, including both the geometry and properties of
geographic features. Even though GML provides benefits for the geographic description, it
is said that it is too heavy to be processed by mobile devices such as Smartphones and
PDAs. In order to address the issue, this paper evaluates a GML service on multiple
wireless architectures with a WFS server and GML viewers on Windows environments.
Through this paper, we get analyses of properties of GML geospatial data and the effects on
wireless environments. The research results are expected to be fundamental materials onto a
design of system architecture for mobile devices.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The current status and issues of mobile and
web GIS are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes details on GML and introduces a
GML service promoted by OGC, the WFS. The experiments, results and analyses are
presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

MOBILE AND WEB GIS
This section presents mobile GIS and related technologies and shows web GIS and its
standards on which services can be implemented and deployed for the web services
platform framework.

Mobile GIS
Mobile computing technology comes from the evolutionary changes of computers since
1990s. Mobile phones, laptop computers and personal digital assistants (PDAs) have set
high standards for mobile devices, and offer a myriad of options for improving
communication across your organization and with your customers and trading partners.
Because of such "go- anywhere" gadgets which enable your employees to access the
company network from anywhere and at any time, we're accustomed to getting more done
wherever we are and having the latest information available at our fingertips all the time.
The Geography Information System (GIS) provides application information in geospatial
industries, which collects, stores, analyzes and processes the geographic data on the Earth.
It includes road facilities, buildings, electric circuits and water facilities as well as map data
or transportation information.

These recent technological advancements in GIS industry, wireless communications and
mobile devices have made mobile GIS a reality. Mobile GIS is the use of geographic data
in the field on mobile devices. It's an evolution of how the enterprise database is used and
managed within an organization. Mobile GIS includes essential components; global
positioning system (GPS), mobile devices, wireless networks and GIS applications. A full
range of mobile devices can be used for mobile GIS, from mainstream laptop computers
with all the computing power of a PC to PDAs or Pocket PCs with smaller screens to
cellular telephones with even smaller displays, simpler input devices and limited processing
power. Mobile GIS is usually coupled with GPS and wireless communication to facilitate
exchanges between the existing spatial server and mobile devices. Moreover, Internet-
enabled devices rely on the wireless network to transport information. Performance is a
function of the wireless network architectures because different wireless networks have
different transmission rates. The GIS application serves data and applications to the user
e.g. it offers location information content and information processing services. The type of
information and services provided varies depending on the type of application being used.

Web GIS
The use of Internet and related web technologies for accessing spatial data as well as for
performing basic spatial query and analysis has opened the world of GIS to the masses.
Web GIS means access to GIS applications/functionality and data via a web browser. The
term Internet GIS is occasionally used to describe access to web GIS applications over the
Internet, rather than on an Intranet. The intuitive user interface of a web browser is allowing
users with limited technical skills to gain access to large amounts of data and to analyze,
interrogate and use the outcomes of sophisticated queries as a matter of routine. Web-based
mapping is the fastest growing segment of the spatial-software market. For some
applications, web-based applications can provide map visualization and analysis at the
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lowest possible cost per user. The result is more rapid and informed decision-making,
which translates into higher revenue growth and greater cost reduction.

For standards of web GIS, OGC has defined a suite of web service interfaces that have
explicit bindings for HTTP (Lieberman, 2003). Specifically, there are two HTTP bindings
for invoking operations of a service: GET and POST. Thus the Online Resource for each
operation supported by a service instance is an HTTP Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
Only the parameters comprosing the service request itself are mandated by OGC web
service specifications for HTTP. Web services can be implemented and deployed on a
layered architecture of technology and standards. The lowest levels of the stack enable
connectivity of software components by enabling them to bind, send and receive messages.
Higher levels in the stack enable interoperability and, via publish-find-bind mechanisms,
allow software components to transparently work together in more integrated and dynamic
ways.

GEOGRAPHY MARKUP LANGUAGE (GML)
A geographic feature, an abstraction of a real world phenomenon associated with a location
relative to the Earth, has been a starting point for modeling of geographic information.
Recently, the Geography Markup Language (GML) becomes a new modeling language to
encode the semantics, syntax and schema of geospatial and geoprocessing-related
information resources (Cox et al., 2003). GML is an XML encoding for the transport and
storage of geographic information, including both the geometry and properties of
geographic features. GML utilizes the OpenGIS abstract specification geometry model.
GML includes the ability to handle complex properties.

Feature geometry and properties
Like any XML encoding, GML represents geographic information in the form of
text. While a short while ago this might have been considered verboten in the world of
spatial information systems, the idea is now gaining a lot of momentum. Text has a certain
simplicity and visibility on its side. It is easy to inspect and easy to change.

GML is based on the abstract model of geography developed by OGC. This describes the
world in terms of geographic entities called features. Essentially a feature is nothing more
than a list of properties and geometries. Properties have the usual name, type, value
description. Geometries are composed of basic geometry building blocks such as points,
lines, curves, surfaces and polygons. For simplicity, the initial GML specification is
restricted to 2D geometry; however extensions will appear shortly which will handle 2 1/2
and 3D geometry, as well as topological relationships between features. GML encoding
already allows for quite complex features. A geometrically complex feature can consist of a
mix of geometry types including points, line strings and polygons. It also supports a
FeatureCollection which is a collection of GML features together with an Envelope, a
collection of properties that apply to the FeatureCollection and an optional list of spatial
reference system definitions.

An essential component of a geographic system is a means of referencing the geographic
features to the earth's surface or to some structure related to the earth's surface. GML
incorporates an earth based spatial reference system which is extensible and which
incorporates the main projection and geocentric reference frames in use today. In addition
the encoding scheme allows for user defined units and reference system parameters. GML
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is going to provide even more flexible encodings in order to handle local coordinate
systems such as used for mile logging etc.

Web Feature Service (WFS)
As one of service platforms, OGC proposes Web Feature Service (WFS) supporting
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, QUERY and DISCOVERY of geographic features
(Vretanow, 2002). The WFS delivers GML representations of simple geospatial features in
response to queries from HTTP clients. Clients access geographic feature data through the
WFS by submitting a request for just those features that are needed for an application. The
WFS can either be a basic WFS, which implements the GetCapabilities,
DescribeFeatureType and GetFeature interfaces, or a transaction WFS, which, in addition
to supporting all the interfaces of a basic WFS, implements the Transaction interface.

SERVICE EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Even though the GML provides benefits for the geographic description, it is said that it is
too heavy to be processed by mobile devices such as laptop computers and PDAs. In order
to address the issue, this paper evaluates the WFS on multiple wireless architectures with a
WFS server and GML viewers on Windows environments. In the experiment, we measure
capabilities for getting geospatial data from the server: the network bandwidth and the
transmission delay. Then we measure the processing powers: the GML loading time, the
GML parsing time and the GML drawing time. The experimental results are expected to
show the performance evaluation of the geospatial application and transmission
characteristics of the geospatial data on various mobile infrastructures.

With regarding to the WFS server, we implement a COM model support the WFS
interfaces and an ISAPI extension for HTTP web exposes of those interfaces on a PC-based
system (Oh et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2003). On systems on which the GML viewer is run, we
take a mobile device: a laptop computer. The laptop computer has 1.6 MHz CPU chip, 1GB
DDR SDRAM and wireless network equipment using 802.11 b Wi-Fi card supporting 11
Mbps. In experiments, we have two different types of network architectures shown in
Figure 1. The first is a normal wireless network environment: AP architecture. There is a
server on network and a mobile client is able to access the server through access point (AP)
and network. The next is an environment supporting ad hoc peer network communication:
P2P architecture. See Lee et al. (2003b) for design issues of the P2P architecture.

     
Figure 1: Network architecture for experiments.

For experiments, we take 15 different GML data: they have different volume and
information such as outlines or road of a district. Figure 2 shows a GML viewer,
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connecting the WFS server and receiving, parsing and drawing GML data. The displayed
data is about a district of part of Seoul.

Figure 2: GML viewer.

For network performances, this paper has network bandwidth and transmission delay on
two types of wireless networks shown in Figure 3. The Figure 3a indicates the network
bandwidth. P2P architecture has 3,933 Kbps in average, which gives better performance
than AP architecture and the difference is more than 300 Kbps (about 9%). However, the
gap becomes greater on hot spots or networks where lots of mobile devices try to access to
the server: in this experiment we do try to reduce network overload as much as possible.

(a) Network bandwidth (b) Transmission delay.

(c) Delay differences.

Figure 3: Network performances.
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The results for transmission delay are shown in Figure 3b. In common, the properties of the
results are similar to each other: larger the volume of data is, longer the time to transfer on
the two networks exponentially. The average value is 630 milliseconds out of the sample
data on P2P architecture and the difference against those on AP architectures is about 35
milliseconds, which is shown in Figure 3c. The results expectation on hot spots is same to
that of network performance. Therefore the difference is expected to become greater.

In order to evaluate the capability to process text-based GML data, we measure a few time
parameters: GML loading time, GML parsing time and GML drawing time. Figure 4 shows
the time taken to process GML data on the GML viewer. The total processing times, from
receiving GML data from the WFS server to displaying it on screen, are shown in Figure
4a. The time performance on P2P architecture gets 879 milliseconds in average and gets
about 4% better than that on AP architecture. However, as mentioned, the difference
becomes greater as the network overload is heavier. The total processing time consists of
three element times: GML loading time, GML parsing time and GML drawing time. Figure
4b and Figure 4c show the rates that each element contributes to the time performance on
P2P and AP architectures. They indicate time values increase as the volume of data
becomes heavy. However, a focus is on the increasing rate of GML loading time, which
gets the highest percentage on graphs. The GML loading time has close relation to network
performance: transmission delay. Therefore, it is expected to increase hugely GML loading
time on AP hot-spot architecture and to introduce P2P architecture as an alternative
environment.

(a) Total processing time. (b) Processing time on infrastructrue.

(c) Processing time in P2P.

Figure 4: GML processing time.

In general, the GML loading time has a close relation with transmission delay, which is
shown in Figure 5a. Like the results of transmission delay, larger the volume of data is,
longer the time to take initiative GML data on the two networks exponentially. The Figure
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5b shows the time value to parse and draw GML data on the GML viewer. The GML
drawing time gets 102 milliseconds in average out of the sample data, which is about 25%
lower than that in parsing GML data.

(a) Loading time. (b) Parsing and drawing time.

Figure 5:.Load/Parse/Draw time.

In this experiment, we additionally measure the time when the WFS server processes GML
data. The Figure 6 shows the results and the average value is about 10 milliseconds, which
is lower than our expectation. However the shape of graph has same properties than others
of measured parameters in this experiment.

Figure 6: WFS server time.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
The development of GIS has been highly influenced by the progress of Information
Technology (IT). Web computing is the single most important current IT trend, with mobile
computing following on fast, and GIS has been at the forefront of adopting both
technologies to great benefit.

In this paper, we touched the performance issues of geospatial web service. Especially, we
took GML, which was a XML-based description model for geographic features on the
Earth, and WFS, which was providing GML representations of simple geospatial features in
response to queries from HTTP clients. This paper reviewed the concepts and position of
mobile and web GIS including standards. Then we studied GML on detail, because it had
important properties that become a fundamental format of data transferring on web service
architectures. In experiments, we took advantage of WFS providing GML notification
containing outline and road information of administrative district of Seoul city. See Lee et
al. (2003a) for performance issues itself or Oh et al. (2002) if you are interested in mobile
applications.
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Through this paper, we got analyses of properties of GML geospatial data and the effects
on wireless devices. The research results are expected to be fundamental materials onto a
design of system architecture for mobile devices. An implementation of GML services
using SOAP, web transferring protocol taken from World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
are on our next research work.
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